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Summary

The author studies allocation mechanisms in two-sided markets. In chapters
1 and 2, the author analyses models where players prefer one of two locations,
but locations have a limited capacity to provide the good. In Chapter 1, players�
preferences over locations are uncertain. On the contrary to the existing liter-
ature, the author allows for correlated preferences across players. The author
investigates under what conditions strategy-proofness is achieved under such a
twist in players�preferences. In Chapter 2, the author proposes a model to study
costly information acquisition in a setup where strategy-proofness is guaranteed.
The main result is one of strategic complementarity: the more players learn, the
greater the incentive to learn is. Such a complementarity gives rise to multiple
equilibria, according to whether players do not or mostly do learn. Finally, in
Chapter 3 the author studies two-sided markets with buyers and sellers where a
monopolistic platform� such as Airbnb� may a¤ect the sellers�decision to par-
ticipate in the platform by promoting their products. As the demand �uctuates,
the platform allocates some low-quality sellers to consumers when the demand
is low, in a way that attracts sellers to the platform and hence yields large pro�t
when the demand is high.
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Comments

All in all, I enjoyed reading the thesis, which I believe warrants a PhD, as I
elaborate at the end of the review in the Final Evaluation. However, I provide
below a list of comments that may help the author improve the exposition of
the thesis. The order of my comments follows the order of the paper.

Dissertation Abstract:

1. �players and locations which are depletable�is perhaps confusing, as play-
ers are not depletable and, strictly speaking, it should be the goods that
are sold at the locations that are depletable.

2. Introduction:

3. �This is a problem we do not have the luxury to ignore�is informal.

4. �which retail outlet to go to acquire� should perhaps be �which retail
outlet to go to to acquire�.

5. �Chapter one takes such a mechanism�. It is not clear which mechanism
it refers to. DA or �rst-come-�rst served?

6. �how many people chose the same�should perhaps be �how many people
make the same choice�.

7. �his chosen location sells if for a lower price�should perhaps be �his chosen
location sells it for a lower price.�

8. � In practice, even in the presence of prices, and perhaps in current pan-
demic times more than ever, we still sometimes face congestion and even
shortages.�To me, there is no obvious link between congestion and the
pandemic. Perhaps the author may elaborate on this link.

Chapter 1:

1. �other markets, such as markets for school places, dorm rooms in col-
leges, and some labor markets are run centrally through an allocation
algorithm.�This is not always the case, and the reader may bene�t from
some real-life examples of such centralized markets. At least in Germany,
markets for school places are not generally organized in a centralized way.
Schools are run by local authorities or churches often allocate places on a
�rst-come, �rst-served basis.

2. �2 locations�should probably be �two locations�.

3. The action pro�le is sometimes de�ned as a � (a1; :::; an) and some other
times as a � (ai; a� i). This is inconsistent.
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4. �The assumption of perfectly revealing signals is for convenience and does
not have a major importance in the paper�. Does it mean that results are
robust? If so, the author should probably spell this out clearly.

5. �One obvious case when the su¢ cient condition (3) [...]�should probably
be �One obvious case when the su¢ cient condition (1.3) [...]�.

Chapter 2:

1. The author claims: �This stands in contrast to Hellwig and Veldkamp
(2009), who �nd that information acquisition tends to inherit the strategic
properties of the underlying game in a beauty contest setting.� It is not
clear why they �nd a di¤erent outcome, and the reader may bene�t from
some further details on this.

2. �in the process of searching, one does not know if he will be able to
end up with what he is currently learning about.� I �rst struggled to
understand the text here. The subsequent sentence provides clari�cation.
Nevertheless, I believe it would be easier to �rst brie�y explain that the
actors learn in the learning process what goods they want to take away.

3. �Section 2 formalizes the model� should be �Section 3 formalizes the
model.�

4. The author claims that �For notational simplicity, we assume that both
locations have the same capacity.�If this means that the results are robust
to asymmetric capacity, then this should be clearly said. Otherwise, I be-
lieve that claiming that the assumption is made for �notational simplicity�
may be misleading.

5. Perhaps a more compact notation for the action, such as L and NL rather
than ai =00 Learn00 and ai =00 Not Learn00 may help.

6. In Figure 2.1, it is not clear to me what �Equilibrium Learning� stands
for. It could be that it refers to the fact that the second row of the �gure
depicts the fraction of players learning as a function of information costs.
This should be made clear, perhaps, in the caption of the �gure, rather
than as a single bullet-point named �Equilibrium Learning�on top of the
�gures. Or at least, the dot preceding �Equilibrium Learning�should be
a line, as in VI and c in the �rst row of the �gure.

7. �utilitarianistic welfare�should probably be �utilitarian welfare�.

8. �equilbrium�should be �equilibrium�.

9. Perhaps, in Table 2.1, the author could recall that 1 is the ex-ante better
location.
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Chapter 3:

1. �platforms including as�should probably be �platforms such as�.

2. Perhaps the author could provide some evidence that the transaction fees
paid by the sellers are typically a percentage of the price.

3. �Even though we completely disable price discrimination by the platform,
this is not crucial for our results.�This sentence seems to be in contrast
with Footnote 2.

4. Footnote 4 is hard to digest as the reader has not seen the payo¤s yet.

5. Actions some times have and some other times do not have the �s�for the
third person. E.g.: Participate and Participates, Buy and Buys.

6. The cost function c (q) is introduced above (3:1), but it is never formally
de�ned, neither the author describes what it is or spells out that it is
increasing in q.

7. �In both cases, the sellers with q � q2 are allocated the exact probability
h0(q)�. Perhaps, this refers only to those between q1 and q2, i.e. the sellers
who sell with strictly positive probability.

Throughout the paper:

1. Perhaps �welfare dominates�should be �welfare-dominates�.

2. Sometimes sections are referred to with numbers spelled out� e.g., �Sec-
tion three�� and some other times with number� e.g., �Section 3�. I
suggest adopting the latter throughout the paper.

3. I suggest capitalizing speci�c mathematical objects or references� such as
�proof of proposition 2�, �section 2.6�, ��gure 2.1�, or �equality 2.4�.

4. When brackets contain fractions, the brackets should be tall: e.g.,
h
c(q)
q

i
rather than [ c(q)q ].

Final Evaluation

The dissertation is well-written and original. I believe it satis�es the formal
and content requirements for a Ph.D. thesis in economics. I recommend the
dissertation for a defense and I believe it warrants a PhD. All the comments I
wrote above are suggestions to improve the exposition of the papers, but they
are not binding recommendations that I deem necessary to be implemented.
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